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ONE STOP SOLUTION
VERDURE provides a one-stop solution for all Spa, Wellness, Luxury and Hospitality products. We provide
an exclusive and high end range of spa and wellness products such as Steam, Sauna, Spa/Jacuzzi, Chilled
Shower System, Swimming pool equipment, Salon/Spa furniture, Gym equipment and other range of
products for domestic & commercial users such as Hotels/Resorts, Health Clubs, Spa Centers, Sports
Stadiums, Farmhouses, Residences / Apartments, etc.

We carry a legacy of over 18 years. Our professionalism is exhibited by the quality of work delivered
by our team of highly qualified and trained technical and marketing professionals. We have an
in-house well-equipped workshop. All products are manufactured and supplied post a defined
process for quality verification under expert guidance. The infrastructure with modern and up to
date technical knowhow and the latest technology have been made available so as to generate
maximum output and client satisfaction.

Our technical capabilities and our creative and innovative determination equip us to hold
a position to cater to any customized requirements. Our company aims at dispensing an
assuaging experience to our clients and at amplifying our operations to make a global
mark.
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WET
area
Have a word with serenity in
VERDURE Steam

Experience the high of relaxation with
VERDURE SAUNA

Come face to face with wide range of
sensations with VERDURE Bath Tubs

Settle for a good choice in made to last and easy
to maintain VERDURE Swimming Pools

Size: 410x280x590 mm

Sauna is a relaxing treatment,

a moment to pamper yourself, to relax after a run or a
hard day. The soft warmth of our products offers you
various health benefits: detoxification, improved blood
circulation and immunity, relief from muscle pain, weight
loss, stress relief, improved sleep cycle, and skin cleansing.
sauna provides a revitalizing experience.

Size: 435x470x640 mm
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Harvia Steam Generator
Harvia Control Panel

protection rating. Wall mounted steam lights also available.

VERDURE Control Panel

VERDURE Steam Generator
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STEAM/SAUNA CUBICLES
Pre-fabricated Steam and Sauna
VERDURE provides you with an exclusive pre-fabricated dual steam & sauna enclosure
to pamper yourself. Now you can experience a healthy bathing and rejuvenation.

Infrared sauna room (VC-501)
1. Hemlock wood.
2. Red glass heater 3800W and sauna stove 6000W
3. Time/ temperature setting, light and ventilation fan.

Complete shower room (VC-201)
1. Complete shower room with massage jets.
2. Radio, exhaust fan and speaker.

Dimensions:
2020x2020x1980 mm

Dimensions:
1000x1000x2150 mm

Dry and wet sauna steam room (VC-101)
1. Aluminium profile in brown colour, white acrylic.
2. Sauna stove with stone, sauna accessories

Dimensions:
1800x1100x2230 mm

Steam room with control panel (VC-202)
1. 6 mm tempered glass, aluminium profile.
2. 4.5 KW steam generator, acrylic shower tray
and cover

Dimensions:
1500x900x2230 mm
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VERDURE Jacuzzi Collection
Jacuzzi/ Spa/ Hot Tubs - The hydrotherapy is the act of using water to treat everything from sore muscles to stress,
sports injuries, tendinitis, diabetes and arthritis. The high-pressure hydro massage with warm water that is directed
to specific parts of your body can help relieve aches and pains.

Acrylic massage bathtub (V-101)
1. Water pump and jets, pillow.
2. Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
3. Drainer with overflow
4. Stainless steel support frame

Massage Bathtub (V-201)
-Water pump and jets, pillow.
-Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
-Drainer with overflow.

Dimensions:
1650x800x630 mm

Dimensions:
1675x762x535 mm

Acrylic massage bathtub (V-102)
1. Water pump and jets, pillow.
2. Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
3. Drainer with overflow
4. Stainless steel support frame

Massage Bathtub (V-202)
-Water pump and jets, pillow.
-Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
-Drainer with overflow.

Dimensions:
Dimensions:
1500x1500x650 mm
1500x1500x650mm

Dimensions:
1814x1371x535 mm
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Soak away the tensions
can also be equipped with other optional features like Filtration system, On-line heating system, Bubble bath system, Back massage
system, Control panel, Under-water color changing lights, Faucet set with hand shower, music facility, etc. to make them healthful and
requirement and can install the Jacuzzi system on existing concrete tub/pool.

Embedded acrylic massage bathtub (V-205)
1. Water pump and jets, pillow.
2. Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
3. Drainer with overflow
4. Stainless steel support frame

Free standing massage bathtub (V-207)
1. Water pump and jets, pillow.
2. Bubble and air jet with lights.
3. Pop up drainer.
4. LED decorative lights.

Dimensions:
1850x1200x620 mm

Dimensions:
2075x1075x680 mm

Massage bathtub with three sided panels (V-206)
1. Water pump and jets, pillow.
2. Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
3. Drainer with overflow

Embedded acrylic bathtub (V-208)
1. Water pump and jets, pillow.
2. Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
3. Drainer with overflow
4. Stainless steel support frame
5. LED decorative lights.

Dimensions:
1750x820x620 mm

Dimensions:
1700x1700x740 mm
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VERDURE JACUZZI COLLECTION

Massage Bathtub (V-103)
-Water pump and jets, pillow.
-Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
-Drainer with overflow.

Massage Bathtub (V-105)
-Water pump and jets, pillow.
-Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
-Drainer with overflow.

Dimensions:
1500x1500x700 mm

Massage Bathtub (V-104)
-Water pump and jets, pillow.
-Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
-Drainer with overflow.

Dimensions:
1950x1350x700 mm

Dimensions:
1500x1500x750 mm

Massage Bathtub (V-106)
-Water pump and jets, pillow.
-Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
-Drainer with overflow.

Dimensions:
1850x950x680 mm
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VERDURE JACUZZI COLLECTION

Massage Bathtub (V-204)
-Water pump and jets, pillow.
-Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
-Drainer with overflow.

Dimensions:
1524x1524x500 mm

Massage Bathtub (V-1007)
-Water pump and jets, pillow.
-Air pressure switch and water flow regulator.
-Drainer with overflow.

Dimensions:
1830x1830x910 mm
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VERDURE Outdoor Jacuzzi/ Swim Spa Collection
The outdoor Spa range has been designed to deliver high levels of performance and quality, all of which is
combined with modern and impressive style.
The Swim Spa is a totally ground breaking concept, a fusion of wellness and fitness, combining the usual activities
of a hydromassage bathtub with those of a swimming pool.

Outdoor Massage Spa (V-1001 5 Seater)
1. 3 HP Water pump (2 pumps), 2 circulation pumps and 41 jets.
2. Lucite acrylic with micro ban.
3. LED screen panel with control system
4. Underwater lights
5. CMP diverter and air control valves
6. CMP bottom drain and drain valve
7. Stainless steel support frame

Dry and wet sauna steam room
1. Aluminium profile in brown colour, white acrylic.
2. Sauna stove with stone, sauna accessories

Dimensions:
1700x1700x740 mm

Dimensions:
2300x2300x920 mm
Outdoor Swim Spa (V-1201)
1. 3 HP Water pump (2 pumps), 1 circulation pump,
35 swimming jets and 37 spa jets.
2. Fibre glass swimming pool for six people.
3. LED screen panel with control system
4. Underwater lights
5. CMP diverter and air control valves
6. CMP bottom drain and drain valve
7. Water proof pop up TV.

Dimensions:
5720x2250x1280 mm

Outdoor Party Spa (V-1101 10 Seater)
1. 3 HP Water pump (3 pumps), 2 circulation pumps and 111 jets.
2. Lucite acrylic with micro ban.
3. LED screen panel with control system
4. Underwater lights
5. Diverter and air control valves
Dimensions:
6. Bottom drain and drain valve
7. Stainless steel support frame
3800x2250x920 mm
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Shell Colours
Sterling Silver
ME0427

Alba
LS3001

Summer Sapphire
GS6790

Pacific Rim
SS0812

Midnight Canyon
SS6607

Pearls Shadow
LN8100

Tuscan Sun
SS6808

Panel Colours
Brush Strip C

Storm Clouds
SS6818

Brush Strip E

Brush Strip D

Cameo
GR7156

Style A

Desert Cabinet A

Style C

Desert Cabinet C

Style E

Stone Wave

Style D

Stone
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A Q U AV I A S PA , A E U R O P E A N L E A D E R I N
T H E M A N U FA C T U R E O F H O T T U B S
Design made in Barcelona, continuous innovation and the absolute guarantee
of quality are three of the main cornerstones associated with Aquavia Spa brand with 30
years of success behind it, during which it has remained committed to in-house manufacturing
based on the premise of total quality and the central importance of its customers.
At Aquavia Spa the team conceptualise, design, produce and market hot tubs for
private and public use, for any kind or frequency of use, but always geared towards
exclusivity and maximising performance.
The brand has become an international leader thanks to the culture of innovation that it has
established and due to its professional team with a proven track record.

Wave Model (6 Seater)
The tub offers the bathers countless options inside the spa:
they can sit down, lie down and find their favourite positions.

Cube Model (4 Seater)
Perfect for the enjoyment of couples or even a get together with
friends. Equipped with twenty seven jets and twelve air nozzles.

Dimensions:
2330x2330x900 mm

Dimensions:
2310x2310x780 mm

C R E AT I N G U N I Q U E E N V I R O N M E N T S S I N C E 1 9 8 8

Mercurio Model (4 Seater)
Made of stainless steel, it comes with two comfortable head rests
and two powerful LED lights. It has two loungers and two seats.

Dimensions:
2680x2300x780 mm
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Aquavia Outdoor/Jacuzzi Collection

Aqualife 5
It has 5 positions with 5 large seats and a fully-equipped lounger
Hot tub dimensions (cm): 1980mmx 1950mmx 740mm
Number of Water jets: 28
Air nozzles: 14

Antigua Model (7-Seater)
The Antigua spa, with a diameter of 2.78 metres, has a
groundbreaking octagonal design that adds that extra
touch of luxury and distinction, which is so prized in
hotels, residential complexes, beauty centres, spas, etc.
The seven-seater Antigua spa has a full massage circuit.
Amazon In ground Model
THe amazon is an impressive pool designed for practising
sport combined with hydrotherapy area that holds three people.
A water current generated by five turbo jets enable swimmers to
swim counter current and thus keep fit.

Fitness Spa
The fitness spa is the most compact swim spa. It has two
different areas:
1. A hydromassage area.
2. A spacious bathing area.
Dimensions:
4000x2300x1380 mm

Dimensions: 2780 x 2780 mm
Dimensions:
Dimensions:
5000x2300x1380
1675x762x535
mm mm
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Enjoy peace of mind
Swimming Pool

VERDURE can provide you optimum solutions for commercial and residential
pools of any size or shape, indoor or outdoor. We make swimming pools for recreational or competitive swimming, diving, or for other bathing activities that
Our exclusive range of Swimming Pool Equipment and Accessories are made of
best grade material and sophisticated technology, thus ensuring reliability, high
performance and safety.
Swimming Pool Equipment
We supply equipment for Filtration System, Circulation System, Pool Heating System,
Swimming Pool Cleaning, etc. for your Swimming Pool/ Spa Pool. Our product range
Spa Pumps, Suction Sweeper Pumps, Heating Pumps, etc.), and Heaters (for heating and
maintaining the desired water temperature in pool), etc.
Swimming Pool Accessories
vast range includes Pool Ladders/Handrails, Underwater Lights, Pool Gratings, Pool Covers,
Kits, Pool accessories, Pool Chemicals, Pool and Spa Fittings,
and more.

Chilled Shower System:

As per the hot and cold therapy, a chilled water pressure bath rejuvenates the
body after a hot sauna or steam bath. Water temperature of 7°C to 12°C is maintained. As the hot Sauna or Steam opens the pores of the skin, the chilled shower
facilitates cleaning of skin and contraction of pores, leaving behind a soft, smooth
and clean skin. Research indicates that chilled water bath provides muscle simulation and enhances ones mental ability by reducing stress level. VERDURE’S
chilled shower system comprises of a chilling unit comprising of an inner and
outer body of stainless steel along with automatic temperature control, a digital
, Kirloskar Compressor and a Hydro-pneumatic water boosting pressure system.
Dimension: 765x765x1220mm
(LxWxH)

Swimming Pool Grating

Dimension: 765x381x765mm
(LxWxH)
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DRY AREA
One-Stop Solution for Spa, Wellness and Luxury Products
VERDURE offers an integrated range of indoor and outdoor dry area including exclusive
beauty salon equipment, multi-functional massage chairs and supreme quality fitness equipment.
VERDURE’s Dry Area/ Salon Range
Beauty Salon: Experience relaxing beauty treatments with

VERDURE’s exclusive range of beauty salon equipment

Enhance your physical and mental well-being with Verdure’s therapy massage beds,
massage accessories and pedicure spa

Experience massage therapy at home with our multi-functional massage chairs

Achieve fitness goals with supreme gym technology
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Relaxation ambience
Spa Furniture

Whether you need a moment of relaxation, reduce muscle tension or attain relief from chronic pain, a therapeutic massage can enhance your overall sense of
emotional and physical well-being. Massage therapy can be an important part of your health maintenance plan as it reduces or eliminates pain,improves joint mobility,
improves circulation, and reduces muscular tension.

VERDURE provides a full range of products of a massage area such as Massage Beds for various types of massages such as Ayurvedic massage, Thai massage and
normal Spa massage , Spa cart, Mani-pedi station, Pedi station, Facial Treatment Bed and Stone Heater.

Ayurvedic Bed

Mani-Pedi Spa

Thai massage

Spa/ Massage bed

Spa/ Massage bed

Electrical bed

Spa Cart

Mani-Pedi stations

Pedi Spa

Towel Warmer Single Door

Facial treatment bed

Stone Heater
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Indulge IF - 7

PMC- 2000

PMC- 3500

PMC- 4900

PMC - 5000

IF-868

IF-8005

IF -8009
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Fitness
Gym Equipment
We all know our bodies are made to move - not sit around all day & yet, that's exactly what we're doing, living a sedentary lifestyle.
At VERDURE, we are passionate about your fitness & wellness. Fitness is of the utmost importance in this day and age.
Our goal is to spread fitness awareness & get you fitter, so that you feel good now and in the future - both physically and mentally.
VERDURE offers some of the world’s best fitness equipment in India, well-known for its quality, design, durability, efficiency,
functionality, ergonomics, biomechanics and aesthetic superiority, suitable for users of all ages and fitness levels.

Domestic Cardio Series

Urban Trek-A4

Urban Trek-M4

TDA-230

TDA-260

TDA-330

TDA-595

EH-550

EH-590

BR-600

BR-800
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Domestic Strength Series

GH 130

GH 285

GH 450

Barbell Rack

Weight Plate Tree
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Fitness

Commercial Cardio Series

Fluid Rower

TAC-510

TAC-650

TAC-3000

TAC-3500

TAC-3800

EC-1500

EC-3000

BS-2070C

BS-3600C
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Commercial Strength Series

O Series 001- Chest Press

O Series 008- Tricep Dip

O Series- Flat Bench

O Series 001- Shoulder Press

O Series 009- Back Extension

O Series- Incline Bench

O Series 005- Adjustable Cable

O Series 013- Leg Curl

MC-260

O Series 001- Shoulder Press

O Series 014- Leg Extension

MC-4100
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Some of our esteemed clientele

Phone: +91 9910811138, 9910811148
eMail: info@verdurewellness.net
www.www.verdurewellness.net

372 & 374, Mehrauli Gurgaon Road, Sultanpur, New Delhi -110030

